
 

 

Report writing about cyclone/amphan/strom all in one format for 

W.B.S.I, P.S.C, I.C.D.I, Madhyamik and H.S  
 

CYCLONE 

By name/xyz 

Kolkata, May 28:  A devastating [Name of the storm] struck the vast area of [Name of the 

affected place]   yesterday at about [Time].The wind was blowing [Measure of speed] km. 

per hour. Thunder and lightning made the situation more awkward. The low depression in 

bay of [Name of bay] was the main cause of this devastating [Name of storm]. At least 

[Number of dead] people were killed and more than [Number of injured] injured. Just 

after the incident army, many welfare societies and a large number of common folk of the 

district were engaged in rescue operation. The injured persons were taken away to the 

nearest hospitals. The worst affected areas were [Name of district] and [Name of district] 

and [Name of district]. As a result of this disastrous [Name of the storm], thousands of 

houses had been destroyed and big trees were uprooted. A huge quantity of crops was totally 

damaged very badly. The government took immediate steps and sent relief to the [Name of 

the storm] hit areas. He has also announced a compensation of 25 crore for relief and 

rehabitation work.  

An example has been given below applying this 

format: 

SUPER CYCLONE AMPHAN 

By name/xyz 

Kolkata, May 23:  A devastating super cyclone amphan struck the vast area of West 

Bengal yesterday at about 2:15. The wind was blowing at 170 km. per hour. Thunder and 

lightning made the situation more awkward. The low depression in bay of Bengal was the 

main cause of this devastating super cyclone. At least 90 people were killed and more than 

thousands were injured. Just after the incident army, many welfare societies and a large 

number of common folk of the district were engaged in rescue operation. The injured 

persons were taken away to the nearest hospitals. The worst affected areas were the coast of 

Digha and Sundarban, North-east Kolkata, Hoogly, Mednipur, and South 24 parganas. 

As a result of this disastrous super cyclone Amphan, thousands of houses had been 

destroyed and big trees were uprooted. A huge quantity of crops was totally damaged very 

badly. The government took immediate steps and sent relief to the super cyclone Amphan 

hit areas.Our honorable chief minister announced a compensation of 25 crore for relief and 

rehabitation work.  
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